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Abstract-This paper presents experimental results of forma
tion control problems of omnidirectional mobile robots using
distributed nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). Two
main objectives are (i) to maintain a desired flexible formation
pattern and (ii) to follow a reference path. Both pose errors and
formation errors are included into a local objective function,
which is minimized at each update time. In the formation control,
the curvilinear abscissa 8 has been used as a coupling term
with neighboring robots. The strategy in such a way that the
exchange of the most recent optimal state trajectory between
coupled subsystems has been employed. The distinct features
of NMPC are that constraints can be explicitly accommodated,
as well as nonlinear and time-varying systems can be easily
handled. Experiments with three omnidirectional mobile robots
are presented to illustrate the validity of our proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Formation control is a popular topic of study in multi
robot systems [1], [2]. The problem of formation control
is defined as the coordination of multiple mobile robots to
follow given paths (in case of given trajectories, to track
time parameterized reference trajectories) and to maintain a
desired spatial formation. Solutions of formation control can
be applied to a wide range of applications, such as search
and rescue missions and land mine removal. Various control
strategies have been investigated for solving formation control
problems (e.g., [3], [4]). One of them is distributed nonlinear
model predictive control.

The NMPC controller is based on a finite-horizon con
tinuous time minimization of nonlinear predicted tracking
errors with constraints on the control inputs and the state
variables. It predicts system outputs based on current states
and the system model, finds an open-loop control profile by
numerical optimization, and applies the first control signal
in the optimized control profile to the system. However, due
to the use of a finite horizon, control stability becomes one
of the main problems. To guarantee control stability, many
approaches have been investigated, e.g., using terminal region
constraints and/or a terminal penalty term (see [5], [6]).

In general, the centralized implementation of formation
control is not practical due to high computation requirements.
Thus, our research directs at decomposing the centralized
system into smaller subsystems, which are independently
controlled in the NMPC framework. In [7], Jia and Krogh
solve a local min-max problem for each subproblem, where
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coupling comes in the dynamics and the neighboring subsys
tem states are treated as bounded disturbances. Linear dynam
ically decoupled subsystems with coupled constraints were
considered in [8]. Keviczky et. al. [10] examine decoupled
dynamical systems, where cost function and constraints couple
the dynamical behavior of the systems. Recently, Dunbar and
Murray [9] have used the exchange of the most recent optimal
control trajectory between coupled subsystems prior to each
update. The main difference of these control approaches is
the kind of interaction between two subsystems via state
variables, constraints or objectives. In this paper, we focus on
multi-robot systems whose state variables and constraints are
decoupled, while each robot's cost function is coupled with
its neighbors. We adapted the strategies proposed in [9] to our
path following problem. Each robot computes a solution to
its local problem and exchanges the most recent information
with its neighbors. Although very fast updates are not able to
be fulfilled with our multi-robot systems, experimental results
show that our formation control strategy is promising to be
further investigated.

Unlike most NMPC controllers, which have been employed
to solve a trajectory tracking problem, our NMPC controller is
used to solve a path following problem for our omnidirectional
mobile robots. Three key advantages of using NMPC in this
paper are (i) integrating the velocity of a virtual vehicle, S, into
the local cost function explicitly to solve the path following
problem and to avoid stringent initial condition constraints
as stated in [11], (ii) controlling robot motions with input
constraints, and (iii) utilizing future information of a reference
path to produce an optimal predicted trajectory of a robot.
This predicted trajectory is used as a coupled term in the cost
function of the neighboring robots. Omnidirectional mobile
robots have become increasingly popular, since they have
simultaneously and independently controlled rotational and
translational motion capabilities [12]. The annual RoboCup
competition is an example of a highly dynamic environment
where they have been exploited highly successfully.

This paper is organized in the following way: in Section
II, the problem statement is explained. The path following
problem and the formation control problem of omnidirectional
mobile robots are modeled. The distributed NMPC approach
with stability proof is presented in Section III. Section IV
shows experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future
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where v = [VI, V2, V3]T is the vector of wheel velocities,
L w is the distance from the wheel to the robot's center, and a

r: reference path

Fig. 2. Illustration of the path following problem.

where [x, Y, ()] T is the state vector. U and v are the translational
velocities and W is the rotational velocity. When the wheel
velocities are considered, the lower level kinematic model can
be described by

It has to be noted that (1), (2) and (4) are not valid if qi is
not constant. Also, cusp or singularity at the robot's path is
not considered in this work.

The formation graph is defined as 9 = (V, E), where
V = 1, ... , N is the set of robots and £ c VxV is the set of
relative vectors between robots. Two robots i and j are called
neighbors if (i, j) E £, and the set of neighbors of robot i is
denoted by Ni E V. All graphs considered in this paper are
undirected and we assume that the undirected 9 is connected.
The desired distance between two neighbors i and j can be
determined by Pij(S), where Si + Pij = Sj and Pij = -Pji.
The formation error vector E E JRM, where M is the number
of edges, has components ei E JR defined as ei = Si - Sj +Pij .
Let E i denote the vector of all components of E, which have
a coupled term with robot i. Then we have E = Cs+p, where
the vector p = [... ,Pij, ...]T, S = [... , Si, ...]T, and the matrix
C E JRNxM is the incidence matrix [13].

B. Path Following Problem

The kinematic model of an omnidirectional mobile robot
(see Fig. 3) can be given by (we drop subscript i for conve
nience in this subsection)

where

work are given in Section V.

k (l) ki,p(S)
i = I-qiki,p(s) ,

Ui, r and Wi, r are the desired translational and rotational veloc
ities of robot i, respectively. ki(l) and ki,p (s) are the curvature
of the robot's path and of the reference path, respectively. We
locate a virtual vehicle at Si and Si is defined as the velocity
of a virtual vehicle moving along the reference path. However,
in our case, robot i will follow this virtual vehicle with offset
qi. Then we have the relationship between the velocity of the
virtual vehicle and the velocity of the robot's path as follows

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main problem to be solved in this paper is that we want
a group of omnidirectional mobile robots to move along only
one reference path and also to keep a flexible formation. The
flexible formation in this sense means that when a group of
robots makes a turn, an outer robot has to move faster while
an inner robot has to move slower. In this case, there are
two subproblems, Le., (i) a path following problem: a robot is
required to converge to a reference path, and (ii) a formation
control problem: a group of robots is required to maintain a
flexible formation.

A. Formation Configuration

We consider the problem of controlling N omnidirectional
mobile robots, namely R i where i = 1, ... , N, to follow a
reference path. In this work, only one reference path with
a desired forward velocity U o is prespecified. The reference
path is parameterized by the curvilinear abscissa S E JR. The
individual coordinate of robot i can be defined as [Si, qi],
where qi is the offset distance perpendicular to Si (see Fig. 1).
Thus, we can compute the desired pose of robot i by using
the following equations:

[

Xi,r] [Xi'P - qi sin (}i'P]
xi,r = Yi,r = Yi,p + qi cos Bi,p ,

(}1"r (}1"P

where [Xi,p, Yi,p, (}i,p] is the state vector at Si and
[Xi,r, Yi,r, (}i,r] is the vector of the reference pose at Si

with offset qi (see Fig. 2). Also, we can calculate the desired
velocities by

(4)

reference path
lto

omnidirectional
wheel

u

V
1

motor

Fig. 1. Example of a formation following a given reference path. Fig. 3. Coordinate frames of an omnidirectional mobile robot.
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sf(r; tk): the predicted trajectory,
si (r; tk): the optimal predicted trajectory,
Si(r; tk): the assumed trajectory.

The corresponding robot state and control trajectories are
denoted by x~e(r;tk), xi,e(r;tk), Xi,e(r;tk) and uf,e(r;tk),
ui,e (r; tk), Ui,e (r; tk), respectively. We concatenate the states
and inputs into vectors as Xe = (XI,e, ... , XN,e) and Ue =
(UI,e, ... ,UN,e), respectively. The problem is to find

J*(Xi,e(tk), Ei(tk)) = min Ji(Xi,e(tk), Ei(tk), uf,e(·; tk)),
U i

(11)
where Ji(Xi,e(tk), Ei(tk), u~e(·; tk)) = Vi(x~e(tk + Tp;tk))
+ fttk+Tp Li(xfe(1; tk), Ei(1; tk), uf e(1; tk)) d1J1k' ,

subject to: xfe(r; tk) = fi(xf e(r; tk), uf e(r; tk)), , ,

ii,e(r; tk) = fi(Xi,e(r; tk), Ui,e(r; tk))

uf e(r; tk) E Ui Vr E [tk' tk + Tc],

xfe(r;tk)EXi VrE[tk,tk+Tp],

Xi,e(r;tk) E Xi Vr E [tk,tk +Tp]

xfe(tk + Tp;tk) E ni,

Xi,e(tk; tk) = X~e (tk; tk) = Xi,e (tk)

Isf(r; tk) - Si(r; tk) I ::; 82~ Vr E [tk' tk + Tp]

Vi (xf e (t k + Tp)) is the decoupled terminal penalty and ni

is th~ terminal region of robot i, 8 is the sampling time, and
~ is a constant. Tc and Tp are the control horizon and the
prediction horizon, respectively, with Tc ::; Tp • Xi ~ jRn and
Ui ~ jRm denote the set of feasible n dimensional states and
m dimensional inputs of robot i, respectively.

As proposed in [9], the compatibility constraint has been
employed. The optimized trajectory sf for robot i is con
strained to be at most a distance of 82~ from the assumed
trajectory Si. The constraint is a means of enforcing a degree
of consistency between what a robot plans to do and what
neighbors believe that robot will plan to do. Before giving
any analysis, the following assumptions need to be made:
Assumption 1. Let X~ C jR(n+I)N denote the set of initial
states (xe(t), s(to)), which can be steered to n by u~(r; t) E
U, r E [to, to + Tp].

When Assumption 1 holds, the problem is feasible at ini
tialization. The initial feasibility of the implementation implies
subsequent feasibility, following the standard arguments in [5],
[6], [9] by induction. Due to space limitations, we do not
repeat the proof in this paper.
Assumption 2. There exists a constant Pmax E (0,00)
such that II (x: (t; tk), s* (t; tk)) - (x~, SC) II < Pmax and
II(xe(t; tk), s(t; tk)) - (x~, sC)11 ::; Pmax, Vt E [tk' tk + Tp],
where (x~, SC) is the desired equilibrium state.

The symbol 11·11 denotes any vector norm in jRn, and dimen
sion n follows from the context. For any vector x E jRn, Ilxllp
denotes the P-weighted 2-norm, defined by Ilxll~ = xT Px,
and P is any positive-definite real symmetric matrix.

When Assumption 2 holds, the optimal and assumed state
trajectories remain bounded. Also, let Umax be the positive

(7)

(9)

(8)

Yeki (l)i + UI
-xek(l)i + (1] + ur ) sin 'Pe

U2
U3

U4

[

UI] [-i + (1] + U
r)~os ¢e]

_ U2 _ <P - k(l)l
Ue - -

U3 W - Wr
U4 a - Ur

Xe

Ye
xe = <Pe

Be

i]

Finally, the error state kinematic model becomes

refers to the wheel orientation in the body frame. The wheel
velocities are subject to constraints: Vrnin ::; V ::; v max •

This kinematic model can be formulated with respect to
a Serret-Frenet frame moving along the reference path. This
frame plays the role of the body frame of a virtual vehicle.
Robot i will follow this virtual vehicle with offset q. Given
the error state Xe between the robot state vector and the
reference state vector, and the kinematic model (5), the error
state dynamic model expressed in the Serret-Frenet frame is
derived as follows

xe = Yek(l)i - i + uf cos 'Pe

Ye = -xek(l)i + Uf sin 'Pe ,

<Pe = <P - k(l)i

III. DISTRIBUTED NMPC ApPROACH

The distributed cost function for each robot is defined as

Li(Xi,e, Ei,Ui,e) =X[eQiXi,e + u[eRiUi,e

+ L (W(Si - Sj + Pij)2), (10)

(i,j)E£

where the term (Si - S j +Pij) couples the states of neighboring
robots and the deviation from the desired values is weighted by
the positive definite matrices Qi and Ri , and the positive con
stant W. Since each cost function depends on the neighbors'
trajectories, each robot has to exchange an assumed trajectory
with its neighbors at each update. Based on notations given
in [9], over any prediction interval r E [tk' tk + Tp], kEN,
associated with current time tk, for each robot we denote

where uf = vu2 + v2 is the forward speed, and ¢ =
arctan ~ = 'P - () is the angle of the moving direction in
the body frame.

Since translation and rotation of omnidirectional mobile
robots can be controlled separately [12], we can drive the
robot orientation () to the desired orientation at the same time.
In this paper, the desired orientation is the angle of the tangent
direction to the reference path ()r. The orientation error is
defined as ()e = () - ()r, then we have Be = W - Wr , where
W = Band Wr = Br .

In the formation control problem, the forward speed of
each robot has to be coordinated with its neighbors. Thus,
we introduce a new state variable 1], given by 1] = U f - U r .

Then we have i] = a - Ur , where a = Uf, as a new input
variable. We define the control inputs of each robot as:
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scalar constant umax = {max Ilv(t)11 I v(t) E UN}. Then the
control algorithm can be given by

Algorithm 1. The distributed model predictive controller for
any robot is given as follows:

1) Over any interval [tk, tk+l), kEN:

a) Apply ui,e(r, tk), r E [tk' tk+l).
b) Compute si(r;tk+l) = si(r) as

in this subsection, we drop subscript i for convenience)

V (Xe(t )) + L (t, Xe(t ), Ue(t ))

= PllXeTXeT + P22YeTYeT + P33'PeT<PeT + P44()eTOeT
+ P551JeTiJeT + L(t, xe(t), ue(t))

= PllXeTUf + P22YeT(1JeT + ur ) sin 'PeT + P33'PeTU~
+ P44()eTUf + P551JeTUf + qllX;T + q22Y;T + q33'P;T
+ q44();T + q551J;T + rllUf2 + r22u~2 + r33u f2
+ r44u f2 + WT(SeT - sC)2,

and the terminal-state region is defined as follows:

r E [tk+l, tk + Tp] where WT = Amax(W~). By construction, Amax(W~)Inxn 2:
r E [tk + Tp,tk+l + Tp] W~. The terminal state feedback controller uL =

[uf, u~, uf, uf]T can be selected as follows: ;:Llwhere Si,eT (r) is the solution from the terminal
feedback controllers. -k1xeT, ur = -k2if)eT, uk = -k3BeT, ur = -k4'fJeT,

c) Transmit Si('j tk+l) to every neighbor and receive where k1, k2, k3, k4 2: O. The stability condition is changed to

Sj(r;tk+l) from every neighbor j. V(xe(t)) + L(t,xe(t),ue(t))
2) At any time tk, kEN: = X;T( -Pllkl + qll + krrll) + YeTP22 (1JeT + ur ) sin 'PeT

a) Measure current state Xi,e(tk). + Q22Y;T + if);T( -P33k2+ Q33 + k~r22)
b) Solve (11), yielding ui,e(T, tk), T E [tk, tk +Tp ). + B;T(-P44k3 + Q44 + k~r33)

+ 1J;T( -P55k4 + q55 + k~r44) + WT( SeT - sc)2.
We note that Q~ and W~, positive definite and symmetric,
can be defined as follows: Q~ = diag(Ql, ... , QN), W~ = All weight parameters have to be selected such that (13) is sat-
[WCT C], respectively. Amin (Q~) and Amax (Q~) denote the isfied. To have a negative derivative of the value function, the
smallest and the largest eigenvalues of Q~, respectively. Since following requirement for the weight parameters is required:
we assume that our formation graph 9 is connected, the second 2-Pllkl + qll + kl rll ::; 0, - P33 k2 + q33 + k~r22 ::; 0,
smallest eigenvalue A2 of W~ (a weighted Laplacian of graph 2
/? -P44k3 + q44 + k3r33 ::; 0, - P55 k4 + q55 + k4

2r44 ::; 0,
':J) is positive. The following characteristics of eigenvalues (14)
hold (see [13])

\ _ • XTWEX \ _ xTw x/\2 - mIn T , /\max - max~T
x x X x '

for any vector x and xTW~x = L W(Xi - Xj)2.
(i,j)E£

Now we find the terminal penalty and terminal region,
and then we will give the stability analysis of the distributed
NMPC approach based on the idea proposed in [9].

A. Decoupled Terminal Controllers

One elementary question in NMPC is whether a finite
horizon NMPC strategy guarantees closed-loop stability. Many
strategies have been proposed to solve this problem, e.g., the
quasi-inifinite horizon approach [5], the dual mode approach
[6], a global control Lyapunov function (CLF) approach [14].
In this paper, a Lyapunov function for the decoupled terminal
state penalty is defined as follows:

WT(SeT - sC)2 + YeTP22 (1JeT + Ur ) sin 'PeT + q22Y;T < °.
(15)

B. Stability Analysis

The main idea based on [9] is to show that by applying
Algorithm 1, the closed-loop state (xe , s) converges to a
neighborhood of the equilibrium state, with a sufficiently small
upper bound on the update period 8max • At any time tk, the
sum of the optimal distributed value functions is denoted

N

J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) = L Jt (Xi,e(tk), Ei(tk)). (16)
i=l

The following lemma gives a bounding result on the
decrease in J~ (.) from one update to the next. The
compatibility constraints are applied at each update times t k

with k 2: 1, thus the result holds for k E {I, 2, ...}.

Lemma 1. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and
(xe(to), s(to)) E X~. Then, by the implementation of Algo
rithm 1 with the constant edefined bywhere P = diag(Pl , ... , PN ) is a positive definite matrix. Un

der the terminal-state controller uf (t), the following condition
is satisfied:

V (Xe(t )) + L (t, Xe(t ), U e(t )) ::; °, (13)

for any state Xe (t) belonging to the terminal region f2. Then,
stability condition for each subsystem i becomes (from here
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e= W~(4pmax)21£ITp,

the function J~ (.) satisfies
J~(Xe(tk + 8), S(tk + 8)) - J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) ::;

I
tk +8 N

- L Li (x;,e (fi; tk), Ei(fi; tk))dfi + 82e.
tk i=l

(17)



Proof: For any k 2: 1,

J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) = V(x; (tk + Tp;tk))rtk +Tp N
+ it L Li(x:,e(-Y; tk), Bi(-y; tk), u:,e(-Y; tk)) d'Y.

tk i=l

The optimal control is applied for 8 E (0, Tp ] seconds, then
at time tk+l = tk + 8, we get new state update Xi,e and
Si. A feasible control for (11) at time tk+l is u~(·; tk+l) =
De (.; tk+1); therefore,

J~(Xe(tk+l), S(tk+l)) ::; V(Xe(tk+l + Tp;tk+l))

I
tk+l+Tp

+ L(xe(1; tk+l), E(1; tk+l), De (1; tk+l)) d1
tk+l

J~(Xe(tk+l), S(tk+l)) - J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) ::;
rtk+1 N- it L Li(X:,e (-y; tk), Bi(-y; tk), U:,e(-Y; tk)) d'Y
tk i=lrtk+Tp N

+ it L Li(Xi,e(-Y; tk+l), Bi(-y; tk+l), Ui,e(-Y; tk+l)) d'Y
tk+l i=lrtk+Tp N

- it L Li(x:,e(-Y; tk), Bi(-y; tk), U:,e(-Y; tk)) d'Y
tk+l i=l

rtk+l+Tp N

+ it L Li(Xi,e(-Y; tk+l), Bi(-y; tk+l), Ui,e(-Y; tk+l))
tk+Tp i=l

d1 + V(Xe(tk+l + Tp;tk+l)) - V(X;(tk + Tp;tk)).

Because of Xe(tk + Tp;tk+l) = X;(tk + Tp;tk), Xe(7;tk+l)
obtained by the terminal feedback controllers for 7 E

[tk + Tp, tk+l + Tp], (12) and (13), the sum of the
last three terms in the inequality above is nonpositive,
and thus the inequality holds after removing these three
terms. Because of L i(xie(1;tk),Ei(1;tk),uie(1;tk)) 2:
L i(xie(1;tk),Ei(1;tk)), the lemma has been proven if we,
can prove that

rtk +Tp N
it L {Li(Xi,e(-Y; tk+l), Bi(-y; tk+l), Ui,e(-Y; tk+l))

tk+l i=l

- L i(xi e(1; tk), Ei(1; tk), ui e(1; tk))} d1 ::; 82e·, ,

Because of Xi,e(1;tk+l) = Xi,e(1;tk) and Di,e(1;tk+l)
Ui,e(1;tk), for 1 E [tk+l,tk + Tp], the integrand above is
equal to

N

= L L Wi{(si(1; tk) - S;(1; tk) + Pij)2
i=l jENi

-(Si(1; tk) - 8j(1; tk) + Pij)2}

Using some algebraic calculation, we have

(Si(1;tk) - S;(1;tk) + Pij)2 - (Si(1;tk) - 8j(1;tk) + Pij)2
= (S;(1;tk) - 8j(1;tk))(-2(si(1;tk) + Pij)

+ S;(1; tk) + 8j(1; tk))
::; 82~(4pmax),

where we use Pij = sj - sf, Assumption 2, and the compati
bility constraint. Then we have

rtk +Tp N
82 t;;W it L L (4pmax)d'Y :::; 8

2f,
tk+l i=l jENi
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with the total number of pairwise neighbors 1£1
L~l LjENi (1/2). This completes the proof. •

Now the result has been bounded by using Lemma 1.
Then, we have to show that the closed-loop state trajectory
converges to a closed neighborhood of the objective state. The
neighborhood of convergence is a level set of the function
J~(xe(t), s(t)). We firstly define Zi(t) = (Xi,e(t), Si(t)) and
we then have liz - zCII~, where

G = [~~ ~~] , (18)

and ZC = (x~, SC) is the desired equilibrium state.
We define n~ = {z E jR(n+l)NIJ~(xe(t), s(t)) ::; iJ} with

constant iJ E (0, (0) as the compact level set. The set n~ is
in the interior of X ~ if iJ > °is sufficiently small. We can
choose a constant r = r(iJ) E (0, Pmax) with the following
properties:

B(zC; r) ~ n~/2 and r2 ::; Arni~~QE)' (19)

where B(zC; r) denotes a closed ball in jR(n+l)N with center
ZC and radius r. We require the following assumptions (see
[9]).
Assumption 3. The following holds: (a) the update period is
sufficiently small that the following first-order Taylor series
approximation is valid:

N

LLi(x;,e(1;tk),Ei(1;tk)) ~ Ilz(tk) - zCII~
i=l
+ 2(1- tk)(Z(tk) - zC)TGf(z(tk)' U;(tk; tk)),

for all 1 E [tk' tk + 8] and any kEN; (b) there exists
a Lipschitz constant JC E [1, (0) such that for any z, z' E

X~,u,u' E UN,

Ilf(z, u) - f(z', u')11 ::; JC(llz - z'll + Ilu - u'II)·
Assumption 4. The following holds:

Amin(Q~) ::; A2(W~), Amax(Q~)::; Amax(W~).

Then the theorem based on [9] can be now stated.

Theorem 1. Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold, z(to) E X~ and
for a given constant iJ E (0,00) with n~ c X~, the constant
r = r(iJ) E (0, Pmax) is such that the properties in (19) are
satisfied. Then by implementation of Algorithm 1 with

8 - (r/2)2 Amin(QE) (20)
max - e+JCpmax(Pmax+Ue,max)Amax(WE)

and egiven by (17), the closed-loop state trajectory enters
B(zC;r) in finite time and remains in n~ for all future time.

Proof: Substituting the Taylor series expressions to:
J~(xe (7), s(7)) - J~ (Xe (tk), S(tk)) ::;rr N

- it L Li(x:(-y; tk), Bi(-y; tk)) d'Y + 82f"
tk i=l

'tI7 E (tk, tk + 8], for any constant 8 E (0, 8max], we have
J~(xe (7), s(7)) - J~ (Xe (tk), S(tk)) ::;

- (7 - tk)llz(tk) - zCII~ + (7 - tk)2H



where H = -(Z(tk)-zc)TG f(Z(tk)' u: (tk; tk)) has the upper
bound H ::; II z (t k) - ZC II II f (z (tk), u: (t k; tk)) II Amax (W~) ::;
PmaxJC(Pmax + Umax)Amax(W~).

Because of 7 - t k ::; 8 ::; 8max , we have

J~(Xe(7), S(7)) - J~(Xe(tk), S(tk))
::; -(7 - tk)llz(tk) - zCII~ + 88max (H + e)
::; -(7 - tk)Amin(Q~)llz(tk) - zCI1 2 + 88max (H + e)
::; -Arnin(Q~){ (7 - tk) Ilz(tk) - zCI1 2 - 8(r/2)2}
::; - 8Arnin(Q~){ Ilz(tk) - zCI1 2 - (r /2)2},

with 7 = tk + 8 = tk+l. From this inequality, there exists
a finite integer l 2:: 1 such that z(tz) E B(zC; r). If this
were not the case, the inequality implies J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) ---+

- 00 as k ---+ 00. Since the cost functions are nonnegative,
J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) 2:: 0 for any Z(tk) E X~, Therefore, by
contradiction, there exists a finite integer l 2:: 1 such that
z(tz) E B(zC;r) ~ n/3/2, verifying the first statement of
the theorem. Now there are two cases to be proved that
(xe(t), s(t)) E n/3 for all time t 2:: tz. First, if (Z(tk)) E

n/3/2 \B(zC; r /2), then z(t) E n/3 for all time t E [tk' tk+l]
and Z(tk+l) E n/3/2. This is shown first that the upper bound
becomes

for all 7 E (tk, tk+l]. Also, 8max < 1/4, since

8 (r/2)2 Amin(QE) < (r/2)2
max < PmaxJC(Pmax+Umax)Amax(WE) - P~x

Therefore, the bound on J~ becomes

J~(Xe(7), S(7)) ::; J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) + Amin(Q~)(r/2)2 ::; (3

for all 7 E (tk, tk+l], using J~ (Xe(tk), s(tk)) ::; (3/2 and
(19). Likewise, (Z(tk)) E n/3/2 \B(zC; r/2) and (19) im
ply that J~(Xe(tk+I),S(tk+l)) < J~(Xe(tk), S(tk)) and so
Z(tk+l) E n/3/2. In the second case, if Z(tk) E B(zC; r/2),
then z(t) E B(zC; r) ~ n/3/2 for all time t E [tk' tk+l]. From
the bounding argument, we have

Ilz(t) - zC11 ::::; Ilz(tk) - zC11 + II r (J(zb), Deb))) d'Yllitk
::; r/2 + (t - tk)JC(Pmax + U max)
::; r /2 + 8maxJC(Pmax + umax ),

for all time t E [tk' tk+l~ and 8maxJC(Pmax + U maX ) ::;
~ JC( ) < (r/2) Amin(QE) r C b"Umax Pmax + U max _ Pmax(Amax(WE)) < '2. om Inlng two
cases above, we have shown the following: there exists a
finite update time tz such that z(tz) E B(zC;r) c n/3; at
any subsequent update time tk, k > l, Z(tk) E n/3/2 c n/3;
finally, for any two subsequent update times tk and tk+l, with
k 2:: l, z(t) E n/3 for all time t E [tk' tk+l]. This completes
the proof. •

The theorem guarantees that, by implementation of Algo
rithm 1 with 8max given by (20), the closed-loop state trajectory
enters the closed ball B (zC; r) in finite time and remains in
the level set n/3 for all future time [9].
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented our algorithm on real omnidirectional
mobile robots shown in Fig. 4. Each has an omnidirectional
camera as sole sensor, which is used for self localization [15].
In the experiments, three omnidirectional mobile robots were
required to follow an ellipse r: Xp(t) = 1.5 cos (t), Yp(t) =
1.0 sin (t) (it was rotated 1r/6 radian) with a desired forward
speed U o = 0.4m/s and to keep a flexible triangle formation
(see Fig. 1). The formation error vector was given as Pl2 =
P23 = -0.4m, P21 = P32 = 0.4m. The offset distances from
the reference path are defined by ql = -0.4m, q2 = 0.4m,
and q3 = -0.4m.

The free package DONLP2 [16] has been used to solve the
online optimization problem. However, using hard constraints
could make the numerical solution become difficult. To avoid
this, we enforce the terminal constraints through the cost
function as soft constraints. The average sampling time 8 can
be achieved at approximately 0.12s. All parameters are listed
as follows:

Qi = diag(0.05, 0.05, 0.0001, 0.0001, 0.05),
Ri = diag(O.OOOOl, 0.00001, 0.00001, 0.000005),
Pi = diag(0.12, 0.12, 0.02, 0.02, 0.12),
ki = diag(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5), Wi = 0.05, ~ = 10
Tp = Tc = 38, Vrnin = -1.9m/s, Vmax = 1.9m/s.

Fig. 5 shows the superimposed snapshots of three omnidi
rectional mobile robots following the reference and keeping
the flexible triangle formation. As be seen from the results,
the outer robot moves faster and the inner robot moves slower
when the formation makes a turn. Fig. 7 shows the formation
error from the experiments. The pose errors of R 1 and R2 are
shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. The velocities of
all robots, compared with their reference velocities, are shown
in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. Experimental results
for R3 are similar to those of R1•

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present the solution for the formation and
the path following problems, where a group of omnidirectional
mobile robots is required to follow a reference path while
keeping a desired flexible formation in time. Each robot can
achieve the desired formation by adjusting the location of its
virtual vehicle moving along the reference path, according to
its neighbors' information. Distributed NMPC has been used
to solve these problems by exchanging the optimal state tra
jectory between coupled subsystems. As stated in [9], the key

Fig. 4. Omnidirectional mobile robots used in the experiments.
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Fig. 6. Pose errors of (a) Rl and (b) R2.

Fig. 5. The snapshots are taken at the following time (i) initial position
at t = 08, (ii) the formation obtained at 8.48, and (iii) the formation
still maintained at t = 18.38. The solid-line ellipse is the given reference
path and x denotes the starting point.
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Fig. 8. Velocities of (a) Rl and (b) R2.

requirements for stability are that each subsystem not deviate
too far from the previous open-loop state trajectory, and that
the predictive horizon updates happen sufficiently fast. Even
though very fast updates cannot be achieved, experimental
results show efficiency of our proposed algorithm. The less
conservative method for stability proof is currently under our
investigation.

In the future research, we would like to solve communi
cation problems, e.g., communication delay, packet losses,
asynchronous implementation, and time-varying dynamical
network.
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